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Abstract 
Diir, A., The decoding of extended Reed-Solomon codes, Discrete Mathematics 90 (1991) 
21-40. 
Cauchy codes are a class of maximum distance separable codes that include Reed-Solomon 
codes, singly- and doubly-extended Reed-Solomon codes, and reversible BCH over GF(2m) of 
length 2” + 1. The decoding problem for Cauchy codes is studied by using an analogue of the 
classical theory of apolarity of binary forms, and Berlekamp’s decoding algorithm for 
Reed-Solomon codes is extended to Cauchy codes. The covering radius of a Cauchy code over 
GF(q) of length n and minimum distance d is shown to be either d - 2 or d - 1, and the exact 
value is determined unless n = q + 1 and q/2 + 3 < d < q. If n = q + 1 and d = q is even, the 
covering radius is q - 1, and the determination of all cosets with leaders of weight q - 1 is 
equivalent to the determination of all ovals with q + 2 points in the projective plane. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we study the decoding of Cauchy codes and determine the 
covering radius for most of these codes. Cauchy codes are a class of maximum 
distance separable codes which have been introduced in [8] and include 
generalized Reed-Solomon codes [7] and generalized doubly-extended Reed- 
Solomon codes [21,17,19]. In Section 2 we formulate the decoding problem for 
Cauchy codes in terms of binary forms. In Section 3 we develop an analogue of 
the classical theory of apolarity of binary forms [ll, ch.XI] which provides the 
algebraic background for our discussion of the decoding problem. The results of 
this section are then applied to Cauchy codes in Section 4. 
We present a general decoding algorithm for Cauchy codes which decodes up 
to the packing radius of the code and is based on Berlekamp’s decoding algorithm 
for Reed-Solomon codes. In the literature [21; 3, sec. 9.31, doubly-extended 
Reed-Solomon codes are decoded by applying Berlekamp’s algorithm twice. Our 
algorithm uses Berlekamp’s algorithm only once and, for Reed-Solomon codes, 
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is similar to the variations of Berlekamp’s algorithm proposed in [20] and [4]. 
Furthermore, our algorithm always produces a candidate for the error locator 
polynomial of degree less than or equal to the packing radius of the code, and 
thus avoids one failure mode of Berlekamp’s algorithm. 
Finally, we prove that the covering radius of a Cauchy code over GF(q) of 
length II and minimum distance d is either d - 1 or d - 2, and we determine the 
exact value unless n=q+l and q/2+3<d<q. If n=q+l and d=q is even, 
the covering radius is d - 1 and the determination of all deep holes of the sphere 
packing in Hamming space defined by the code is equivalent to the determination 
of all ovals with q + 2 points in the projective plane, which is known to be a 
difficult problem of finite geometry [12, sec. 8.41. 
2. Syndromes of Cauchy codes 
We first introduce some notation. Let K be a field. Let K* = K \ (0) denote the 
group of nonzero elements of K, let Z? = K U (00) denote the projective line over 
K, and let K[X, YIK denote the vector space of binary forms over K of degree K. 
For P E K[X, YIK, P = Cr=,, u~X~Y~-~, we set P(z): = P(z, 1) if z E K, and 
P(z): = P(l, 0) if z = 03. 
We next recall the definition of a Cauchy code from [8]. Our general reference 
for coding terminology is [ 151. 
Definition 0. Let LY = (ai, a2, . . . , an) where the Cyi are distinct elements of K, 
let Y = (yr, y2, . . . , yn) where the yi are elements of K*, and let 1 c k 6 n - 1. 
Then the Cauchy code Ck(~, y) consists of all vectors 
(yrP(aJ, Y2P((y2), . . . 7 YnP(a;l)) 
where P ranges over all elements of K[X, Y]k_l. Ck(a, y) is an [n, k]-code over 
K of minimum distance d = n + 1 - k. The subset L = {c-x1, cx2, . . . , an} of K is 
called the location set of Ck(a; y). 
Example 0. The class of Cauchy codes includes Reed-Solomon codes (L = K*), 
singly-extended Reed-Solomon codes (L = K), doubly-extended Reed-Solomon 
codes (L = I?), and reversible BCH codes over K = GF(2m) of length 2”’ + 1 
(L = I?). See [8] and [9] for details. 
Now let C = C,(cu, y) be a Cauchy code with location set L. According to [8, 
Theorem 11, the dual code of C is Cn-k(a, y’), and a parity check matrix of C is 
H = (y;P,(cYJ; I= 0, 1, . . . ) K, i = 1, 2, . . . , n) where y: E K* has been defined in 
[8, Theorem 11, Pr = X’Y”-‘, and K = d - 2. Then, for x = (xi, x2, . . . , x,) E K”, 
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the vector (s,,, sr, . . . , s,) E ZF1, 
St = i: x,fii = i: .qy;pr(aJ, 
i=l i=l 
is usually called the syndrome of X. It will prove more convenient, however, to 
use a binary form instead of a vector. 
Definition 1. The syndrome of the vector x E K” is the binary form 
S, = i: sIP,_~= i: y[x,( hi) E K[X, Y]x 
I=0 i=l 
where, for z E K, 
(2) = ,zo P,-,(z)P,. 
E.g.7 
(0) =X”, (1) = 2 X’Y”-‘, and (w) = Y”. 
I=0 
Then the decoding problem for Cauchy codes reads as follows. 
Problem 1. Given S E K[X, Y],, find a representation S = C,,,n(z)(z) of 
minimal length where N c L and L(z) E K*. 
3. An analogue of the theory of apolarity of binary forms 
In the classical theory of invariants of binary forms with coefficients in the 
complex numbers, the concept of apolarity can be used to solve the following 
problem: 
Given a binary form P = CTzo u~X~Y~-~, find the minimum number Y such that 
P can be written as a sum of Y Kth powers of linear forms (“Waring’s problem for 
binary forms”). 
A first step to the solution of this problem is the following result. 
The binary form P is the sum of p or fewer Kth powers of linear forms if and 
only if there exists a binary form Q = C&o bjX’Y”-’ without repeated roots in c 
such that the apolar covariant {P, Q} vanishes. Written out, {P, Q} = 0 says that 
J$, (-l)P-juj+,bM_j/(j: ;) = 0 for i = 0, 1, . . . , K - p. 
See, e.g., [ll, p. 2131, [14, p. 601, and [13]. In this section, we study an analogue 
of the theory of apolarity of binary forms where the ground field K is arbitrary 
and powers of linear forms are replaced by scalar multiples of the geometric 
series (z), z E K. If K has characteristic 2 and K = 2’ - 1 for some e 2 0, the 
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analogue is very similar to the theory of apolarity because in that case the 
binomial coefficients (T), 0 c i 6 K, are all equal to 1 and, for every z E K, (z ) is 
the power of a linear form. 
Definition 2. For binary forms 
p = 2 a,J’Y”-’ and Q z 2 b,XJy’“-j, 
i=O I=0 
the bracket of P and Q is the binary form 
{P, Q} = y (2 a;+jbw_j)XiYK-ei 
i=O j=O 
if K 3 p, and {P, Q} = 0 if K < p. The bracket {P, Q} can be interpreted as a 
truncated version of the product PQ. 
Lemma 1. Let P, Q, and R be binary forms. Then {P, QR} = {{P, Q}, R}. In 
particular, {P, Q} = 0 implies {P, QR} = 0. 
Proof. Both {P, QR} and {{P, Q}, R} are trilinear in P, Q, and R. For 
P = X’YK-‘, Q = X’Yp”-‘, and R = X’Y’-‘, it is easy to check that {P, QR} = 
{{P> Q>, R). •I 
Definition 3. Let 
GL(2,K)={f=(E z);det(f)=ad-bc#O], 
and let Gal(K) be the Galois group of K over its prime field. Then Gal(K) 
operates on GL(2, K) by 
y(a) y(b) 
y(f) = (y(c) y(d) ) 
and gives rise to the semidirect product 
TL(2, K) = GL(2, K) >a Gal(K), 
I’L(2, K) admits the permutation representation 
(f, y)(z) =f(y(z)) = :;;;; 1; ) z E I?, 
by semilinear fractional transformations on K. The natural operation of TL(2, K) 
on K[X, Y], is given by 
(f, y)P = y(P)(AX + BY, CX + DY) 
where f -’ = ($ g) and the binary form y(P) is obtained from P by applying y to 
each coefficient. Then TL(2, K) operates on the dual space K[X, Y]: by 
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((A ~)f’*)(f’) = yV’*((f, Y)-‘W w h ere P E K[X, Yllc and P* E K[X, Y]:. On 
K[X, YIK the bracket is a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form, hence 
K[X, YlK + K[X, yl:? P+ {P, e}, is an isomorphism, and pulling back the 
operation of TL(2, K) on K[X, Y]: gives a new operation of TL(2, K) on 
K]X, UK, which is denoted by * and satisfies 
{(L Y)*P, (f, r)Q> = Y({P, Q>) (1) 
for all P, Q E K[X, YIK. 
Lemma 2. Let (P = X’Y”-t; I= 0, 1, . . . , K) be the standard basis of K[X, YIK. 
(i) Let P = Cr& arPr and (f, y) E T’L(2, K). Then (f, y) * P = CrzO b,P, where 
bt = ,gO y(aJ z; (TV ; ‘) ( K _; _ i)aib”-“c”‘-‘d’+j+‘-” and f = 
(ii) Let z E K and (f, y) E TL(2, K). Then 
(f, Y) * (z) = O(f? Y(Z))“(f (Y(Z))) 
where the cocycle 8: GL(2, K) x I?+ K has been defined in [S, p. 761. 
(iii) Let P E K[X, Y], and Q E K[X, Y], such that {P, Q} = 0. Then 
{(f, Y) *P, (f, r)Q> = 0 for all (f, Y) E WZ K). 
(iv) Suppose that K has characteristic p > 0 and that K <card(K). Let P E 
K[X, Y],, P #O. Then P is semi-invariant with respect to the operation * of 
GL(2, K) (i.e., f * P is a scalar multiple of P for all f E GL(2, K)) if and only if 
K = 2(p’ - 1) for some e 3 0 and P is a scalar multiple of PKIz. (For a Cauchy code 
over GF(q) of length n and dimension k we have assumed in Definition 0 that 
l~k~n-l,soO~rc=d-2~n-2~q-linthatcase). 
(v) Suppose that K has characteristic p > 0 and that K = pe - 1 for some e 2 0. 
Let P E K[X, Y], and (f, y) E TL(2, K). Then (f, y) * P = det(f)“(f, y)P. 
Proof. (i) (f, y)*P=C&,{(f, y)*P,P,-,}P, because {P,, PK-j}=d,j for 0~1, 
j c K. Using Eq. (1) we find that 
{(f, Y) *P, PM> = Y({P, (f, Y)-lPK-_[H = {Y(P)> f -‘P,-l> 
=,$10 Y(“j){4j f -‘pK-l>. 
Multiplying out f -‘P,_, = (ax + by)“-‘(cX + dY)’ gives the result. 
(ii) As {(z), P,} = P,(z) f or all 1, we have {(z), Q} = Q(Z) for all Q E 
K[X, YIK. Using (i), Eq. (1) and [S, equation (2)], we obtain 
Y 
{(f, Y> * (z>, Q> = tgo Pdy(z)){f *Prj Q> = (f -‘Q)(r(z)) 
= ‘3f, y(z))“Q(f (y(z))) = {e(fT ~(z))~Cf(~(z))), Q> 
which implies the result. 
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(iii) We may assume that y = id and K 2 p. Let R E K[X, Y],_,. By Lemma 1 
and Eq. (l), we have 
{{f*P,fQ>, RI = {f*P, (fQW> = {f*P,f(Q(f-lR))) 
= {P, Q(f-‘WI = {{P, QLf-‘RI = 0. 
Hence {f * P, fQ} = 0. 
(iv) The group GL(2, K) . 1s generated by the subgroups T = {(i z); a, d E 
K*}, U = {(A t); b E K}, and the element w = (Or A). Let P = C&urPr be a 
nonzero semi-invariant. From f * P = C;=, ala”-‘d’P, for f E T and from K < 
card(K) it follows either that P = a,e for some i, or, if K = GF(q) and K = q - 1, 
that P = aoPo + u,_~P,_~. In the first case, w *P. = (7l)“-‘PK-i implies that K is 
even and i = ~/2. Furthermore, since f *Pi = cf=, (“;‘)b’-‘P, for f E U, we must 
have K = 2(p’ - l), e 2 0, by Lucas’s theorem. In the second case, 
w * (a&, + u,_lP,_l) = u,_lPo + U”P,_, 
implies that uq-r = fua. But 
q--l 
f * (P, f P,_J = PO f c bq-‘-‘PI 
I=0 
for f E ZJ, so PO f Pq_, cannot be semi-invariant. Conversely, the arguments 
above prove that PK12 is semi-invariant if K = 2(p’ - 1) for some e 3 0. 
(v) We first prove that, for P, Q E K[X, Y], and f E GL(2, K), {fP, fQ} = 
det(f)-“{P, Q}. It suffices to verify this for P = Pr and Q = 4, 0 s 1, j S K, and 
for f E T, f E U, and f = w. By a straight-forward computation we find that 
{fP, fP> = (ad)-” c?~,~_~ if f = (8 z), {fP,fP} = (-b)‘+‘-“(I:‘) if f = (,!, t), and 
{ffi,, fP> = (-1)” 6,,_j if f = W. Ob serve that {P,, Pj} = 6,,,_i. As the charac- 
teristic of K is p and K = pe - 1 for some e 2 0, Lucas’s theorem implies that all 
three expressions are equal to det(f)-“{P,, P}. Finally, for (f, y) E T’(2, K), we 
have 
((5 Y)P, (6 v)Q] = {fy(P), fr(Q)> = det(f)-“{y(P), r(Q)> 
= det(f)-“{(f, Y) *P, (f, r)Q> 
by Eq. (l), and hence (f, y)P = det(f)-“(f, y) * P. q 
Theorem 1. Let Q E K[X, Y],, Q # 0, and let K 3 p. Then the subspuce {P E 
K[X, Ylrc; {P, Q> = 01 h us dimension p over K. If Q splits over K in linear 
factors, i.e. Q = A nrtN [(X, Y), z]~@) where I. E K*, N c Z?, m(z) > 0, and 
[(X, Y), z] denotes the linear form X - zY if z E K, and -Y if z = a, then a basis 
ofthissubspuceis((z;j);zEN,OsjGm(z)-1) where 
(z;j):=~(i)z’-‘X”-‘Y’ifzcK, and (z;j):=XiYKWiifz=w. 
i=j I 
(Note that (z; 0) = (z) for all z E K). 
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Proof. Let Q = C,!=,=,, bjX’Y~-‘. For P = c;=, aIXIYK-‘, {P, Q} = 0 if and only if 
C,“=:i b,+i_pl = 0, i = 0, 1, . . . , K - ,u. Since the rank of this system of linear 
equations is K + 1 - p, the subspace lQ = {P E K[X, Ylic; {P, Q} = 0} has dim- 
ension p. In particular, if Q = Y P, then {P, Yp} = CiK_;ai+~XiYK-w-i, and a 
basis of lQ is (XjY”-j; j = 0, 1, . . . , p - 1). If Q = (X - zY)” where z E K, then 
a basis of ‘(2 is (f * XjY”-‘; j = 0, 1, . . . , ,u - 1) where f = (f 6). To see this, 
recall that, by Lemma 2(iii), {P, Y”} = 0 implies {f * P, Q} = {f *P, fYr} = 0. 
Using Lemma 2(i), we find that 
f *xjyl;-j = i ( i)zi-jxK-iyi. 
i=j I 
In general, if Q = A nIIEN [(X, Y), z]“@), then, by Lemma 1, {(z; j), Q} = 0, and 
the result follows from Lemma 3. 0 
Lemma 3. Let N c I? and m E NN such that CrsNm(z) s K + 1 (Here N denotes 
the set of positive integers). Then the binary forms (z; j), z E N, 0 c j s m(z) - 1, 
Proof. We may assume that CZENm(z) = K + 1. For 0 <j Cm(z) - 1, we have 
(z; j) = 2 ( i)zi-jP,i 
i=j I 
if zEK, and (z;j)=Pj if Z= 00. Thus the matrix of coefficients with respect to 
the standard basis (P,; I= 0, 1, . . . , K) is a degenerate form of the Vandermonde 
matrix and hence nonsingular (compare, e.g., [l, pp. 12331261). 0 
Lemma 4. Let P E K[X, Ylrc, Q E K[X, Y],, and R E K[X, Y]” such that p + Y s 
K + 1 and {P, Q} = {P, R} = 0. Then {P, gcd(Q, R)} = 0. 
are linearly independent in K[X, YIK. 
Proof. We may assume that K is a splitting field for Q and R. Let 
Q = A’ ,;, [(X Y>, z]““(=) and R = A” n [(X, Y), ~1~“~‘“). 
weN” 
By Lemma 3, a basis of ‘QnlR is ((z;j);zEN,Ocj<m(z)-1) where 
N = N’ n N” and m(z) = min(m’(z), m”(z)). As 
gcd(Q, R) = n [(X Y), z]~(*), 
ZEN 
we conclude that {P, gcd(Q, R)} = 0. 0 
Definition 4. Let K be even. For P = cr=, u~X~Y~-~, we define 
c(P) = det(a,+j; 0 < i, j S ~/2) 
(In classical invariant theory, this determinant is called the catalecticant). 
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Theorem 2. Let P E K[X, YIK and t = [(K + 1)/2) (Here [a] denotes the greatest 
integer less than or equal to a). 
(i) If K is odd or if K is even and c(P) = 0, there exists a nonzero form 
R E K[X, Y], with {P, R} = 0 and Y c t such that every form Q E K[X, Y], with 
{P,Q}=Oandu < K + 1 - Y is a multiple of R. The binary form R is unique up 
to scalar multiples, and Y is the minimum degree of a nonzero binary form Q over 
K with {P, Q} = 0. 
(ii) Zf K is even and c(P) # 0, the minimum degree of a nonzero binary form Q 
over K with {P, Q} = 0 is t + 1, and the subspace {Q E K[X, Y],+l; {P, Q} = 0) 
has dimension 2. 
Proof. Let P = c;=O a,X’Yr-t. For ,u S K, these exists a nonzero form Q of 
degree p with {P, Q} =0 if and only if the matrix (ai+j;O~i6K-,u,0~j~u) 
has rank at most p. Hence, in case (i), there always exists a nonzero form Q of 
degree t with {P, Q} = 0, and Lemma 4 implies the result. In case (ii), the matrix 
(ai+;; 0 s i < t - 1,0 =%j s t + 1) has rank t because c(P) # 0. q 
Let F be the algebraic closure of K, and let Gal(F/K) be the Galois group of F 
over K. Then a modification of Problem 1 is the following problem. 
Problem 2. Given S E K[X, Y],, find a representation 
m(z)- 1 
S==TN ,Fo A(z,j)(z;j) where NcF, m E N”‘, 
A@, i) E F, A(z, m(z) - 1) f 0, and ZTNm(z) d K + 1, 
such that CrcN m(z) is minimal. 
In the sequel we call CztN m(z) the ‘length’ of the representation although 
some A(z, j) may be zero. The representation is called Gal(F/K)-invariant if 
Gal(F/K) permutes the terms of the sum. By Lemma 3, every solution of 
Problem 1 of length d [K/Z] + 1 also is a solution of Problem 2. 
Corollary 1. Let t = [(K + 1)/2]. 
(i) Zf K is odd or if K is even and c(S) = 0, Problem 2 has a unique solution. 
This representation is Gal(FIK)-’ mvariant. Its length is at most t and is equal to the 
minimal degree of a nonzero binary form Q over K with {S, Q} = 0. 
(ii) Zf K is even and c(S) #O, Problem 2 has several Gal(F/K)-invariant 
solutions. These representations have length t + 1. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 for the field F and use Galois descent to 
prove the existence of Gal(F/K)-invariant solutions. 0 
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In Theorem 3 we shall describe an algorithm that computes a Gal(F/K)- 
invariant solution of Problem 2. As a preparation, we next show how a 
Gal(F/K)-invariant representation can be specified by two binary forms over K. 
Definition 5. Let S E K[X, YIK have the Gal(FIK)-invariant representation 
m(r)-1 
S = c c A(z, j)(z; j) where N c F, m E F+IN, 
ZEN j=O 
A(z, i) E F, A(z, m(z) - 1) # 0, and 1 m(z)cK+l. 
ZEN 
Let v = CZpN m(z) be the length of this representation. We define the locator 
form A E K[X, Y], and the evaluator form Q E K[X, Y],_, by 
A = n A, and Q = c Q,A/A, 
ZEN ZEN 
where 
m(r)-1 
A, = (X - zY)m(=) and Sz, = c A.(z, j)Yj(X - zY)“@)-~-~ 
j=O 
if z E F, or A, = YmCffi) and Q = C?L”)-’ J_(uJ, j)XjY”(“)-‘-j if z = m (For the 
empty representation S = 0, we iet Ai1 and Q = 0). 
Lemma 5. 
. . . , m(z) - 1, 
A(z, m(z) - 1 -j) 
= (A”$ Q - 2 A( z, m(z) - 1 - j + i)A(i+m(‘))l, A)/AcmCZ))IZ A. 
i=l 
Here A(j P denotes the hyperderivative of order j of the binary form P evaluated 
at z E K which is defined by Ati’), P:=(A$‘P)(z) if z E K, and A”‘I, P:= 
(A$?P)(w) if z = M, where A$’ and A 9) denote the partial hyperderivatives of 
order j with respect to X or Y [lS, p. 271. 
(ii) Zf N c F, S(1, Y)A(l, Y) = Q(l, Y) mod YIc+l. 
(iii) Suppose that a E N. Let 
and 
fl= N\(m), u = m(m), A = Al/n, E K[X, Y]_, 
fi = c Q&A, E K[X, Y],_,_,. 
ZEN 
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Then 
n=Y33+Q2,A 
and 
S(1, Y)h(l, Y) = 4(1, Y) + Y”-P”clQ_(l, Y)A(l, Y) mod YK+‘. 
proof. For z E F, let K, = A/A,. Applying A”‘\, to Q = CweN Q,X, gives 
A(j Q = A(j l&K, = i (A”‘[, K,)A(z, m(z) - 1 -j + i). 
i=O 
Solving for n(z, m(z) - 1 -j) and observing that A(‘)), K, = A(icm(r))lZ A yields 
(i). 
For z E N, let S, = C$G)-l A(z, j)(z; j). The formal power series identity 
m i 
co 
. zl-lyi = yj(1 _ zy)-l-j 
i=j I 
implies that 
(z; j)(l, Y) = Yj(l- zY)-‘-jmod Y”+‘. 
Consequently, 
and 
S,(l, Y)(l - zY)~(‘) = Q(1, Y) mod YK+r 
S,(l, Y)A(l, Y) = sZ,(l, Y)K,(l, Y) mod YK+‘. 
Summing up over z E N proves (ii). Let 
m(m)-1 
S&l, Y) = YK-+)+%2,(1, Y), 
and hence 
~~(1, y)&l, Y) = YK-m(m)+lQ,(l, Y)A(l, Y) mod YK+l. 
By (ii), 
&s,(l, Y)A(l, Y) = @l, Y) mod YK+r. 
Adding these congruences gives (iii). 0 
Theorem 3. Let S E K[X, Y],, S = ~~Co~,_iXtYK-i, and let t = [(K + 1)/2]. Then 
the following algorithm computes the locator form A and the evaluator form Sz of a 
Gal(F/K)-invariant solution of Problem 2. 
1. Initialize B(Y)+l, D(Y) t-l, v-0, A(Y)tl, and Q(Y)+O. 
2. Set r+O. 
3. Set 6 + C,‘=o AiS,_i. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
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Zf 6 = 0 go to 9. 
Zfr-vatgot 13. 
Set T(Y)+A(Y) - sYB(Y) and V(Y)tQ(Y) - &D(Y). 
Zf 2y s r set B(Y) t F’A(Y), D(Y) t 6-‘YQ(Y), 
y+r+l-_y, A(Y)+T(Y), Q(Y)+V(Y), andgo to 10. 
Set A(Y)+T(Y) and Q(Y)tV(Y). 
Set B(Y)+YZ?(Y) and D(Y)tYD(Y). 
Setr+r+l. 
Zf r s K go to 3. 
stop. 
Setj+r, p+~+l-j, and Q(Y)+Y%(Y)+6A(Y). 
If r 2 K go to 18. 
Setrtr+l. 
Set 6 t CT=,, A,s,__~ and Q(Y) +-Q(Y) + (6 - 52,_,)y’-‘A(Y). 
Go to 14. 
Set Y t Y + ,u and A(Y) t YPA( Y). 
stop. 
In the algorithm, A(Y) = Ciao AiYi and Q(Y) = Ciao QiY’ are polynomials in the 
variable Y, and Y is a natural number, B(Y), D(Y), T(Y), and V(Y) are 
auxiliary polynomials, and r counts the iterations. When the algorithm stops, 
A(X, Y) = X”A(Y/X) and Q(X, Y) = Xv-‘Q(Y/X). 
Remark 1. The core of this algorithm is Berlekamp’s algorithm [2, p. 1801 for the 
decoding of Reed-Solomon codes which consists of the Steps l-4 and 6-12. Our 
notation is close to that in [5]. 
Example 1. Let K = 5 and S =X5 + X4Y + X3Y2 + X2Y3. Then t = 3, and the 
algorithm of Theorem 3 proceeds as follows. 
r 6 
0 1 
1 0 T 2 0 3 0 4 -1 5 0 
W) V(Y) WY) 
1 l-----r 1-Y 1 1 Y Y2 Y3 
W-1 Q(Y) 
1 
1-Y 
0 
1 
I j=4, ~=2 Y*+Y-1 Y2 - 2Y2 - 
Hence A(X, Y) = (X - Y)Y* and sZ(X, Y) = 2Y2 - X2. Applying Lemma 5(i) 
with N = (1, co}, m(1) = 1, and m(m) = 2, we obtain n(l, 0) = 1, A(m, 1) = -1, 
and A(m, 0) = -1, which agrees with S = (1; 0) - (m; 0) - (m; 1). 
Proof of Theorem 3. We first recall a result on Berlekamp’s algorithm which 
consists of the steps l-4 and 6-12. Let 0 G r < K, and let SC” = Crzo six’-‘Y’ E 
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K[X Yl,> so that, in particular, S’“‘= S. In the rth iteration, Berlekamp’s 
algorithm computes the minimal number v(r) and a polynomial A(‘)(Y) = 
Cr?d AF’Y’ with N’= 1 such that, for i = v(r), v(r) + 1, . . . , r, si = 
- c$> A~)s~_~. Stated in terms of binary forms, this say that the form Acr)(X, Y) = 
X""A"'(Y/X) E K[X, Y],,,, has minimal degree among the binary forms Q with 
{S”‘, Q} = 0 and Q(m) = 1. Clearly v(0) < v(l) G. . . =S Y(K). From 
{,‘j(‘-l), Acr-‘)} = 0 it follows that {,‘j(‘), Acr-‘)} = b(r)Y-v(r-i) where 6”) = 
‘@-i) A!r-l’s ‘_, 1s ’ k nown as the rth discrepancy and, for completeness, S(-‘) = 0, 
~(-1) = 6, and A(-')= 1. 
Now let Y be the minimum degree of a nonzero binary form Q over K with 
{S, Q} = 0. We next prove that our algorithm yields a nonzero form A E 
K[X, Y], with {S, A} = 0. For this we distinguish two cases. 
In the first case, we assume that, for r = 0, . . . , K, 6(‘) = 0 or r - v(r - 1) < t. 
Then our algorithm runs as Berlekamp’s algorithm. Suppose that there exists a 
nonzero form R E K[X, Y],, with {S, R} = 0 and R(m) = 0. Let R = Ypl? where 
p > 0 and R(m) # 0. Then, by Lemma 1, 
O={S,R}={S @), Y%} = {{S @), Y"}, R} = {P--CL), R}, 
and hence Y(K - ,M) c Y - p. Let r = K + 1 - ,M. Then, by Theorem 2, r - v(r - 1) 
3 K + 1 - Y 3 t, and, by assumption, c3@) = 0. Since 
{S, YP-iA( = {{S, YlL-i}, 1\(K-!‘L)} = {S”‘, A+‘,} = #‘)Yr-“(‘-1) = 0 
and 
/.-1+Y(K-/4)<Y, 
we have a contradiction. It follows that in the first case every nonzero form 
R E K[X, Yly, with {S, R} = 0 satisfies R(m) # 0, and we conclude that Y = Y(K) 
and A= AcK). 
In the second case, we assume that bcr) # 0 and r - v(r - 1) 2 t for some r, 
0 s r =S K. Let j be the least possible such r, and let ,U = K + 1 - j. Then our 
algorithm leaves Berlekamp’s algorithm at the jth iteration and yields the form 
YpAciel) of degree v(j - 1) + p. Suppose that Y < ~(j - 1) + y. Then there exists 
a nonzero form R E K[X, Y],, with {S, R} = 0. By assumption, ~(j - 1) + ,U G 
K + 1 - f, hence Y + v(j - 1) + p < K + 1, -and we can apply Lemma 4 to obtain 
{S, gcd(R, YpAci-'))} = 0. Since 
.rr, yr-lA(i-1)) = {fo'), n(i-0) = ~Ci)yj-v(j-l) fo 
by assumption, we have R = Ypl? where R has degree Y - p < v(j - 1). Let 
D = gcd(R, Aci-')). Then D has degree less than v(j - l), D(m) ZO, and 
{So-‘), D} = {S, YpD} = 0 which is impossible. We conclude that in the second 
case Y = v(j - 1) + p and A = YpAci-') where p = K + 1 - j. 
Summing up, we have shown that our algorithm yields a nonzero form 
A E K[X, Yly with {S, A} = 0. Let N be the vanishing set of A in F, and, for 
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z E iV, let m(z) be the multiplicity of the root z. Then CzENm(z) = Y < K + 1, 
and, by Theorem 1, there exists a unique representation S = 
CrtN Cim_bz)-l i (z, j)(z;j) where A(z, j) E F. Clearly this representation is 
Gal(F/K)-invariant, and, for z E N, h(z, m(z) - 1) # 0. We next prove that our 
algorithm computes the evaluator form Q E K[X, Y]y_-l of this representation. 
We distinguish two cases in the same way as before. 
In the first case, we have seen that A = AcK) and N c F. Hence, by Lemma 
5(ii), S(1, Y)A(l, Y) = sZ(1, Y) mod YK+l. Now recall that Berlekamp’s algo- 
rithm computes, for r = 0, 1, . . . , K, a polynomial O(‘)(Y) = ~~~~~-’ Q2j’)Y’ such 
that S”‘( 1 Y)A@‘( Y) = Q(‘)(Y) mod Y+l 
clude that’Q(1, Y) = SZcK)(Y) and Q(X, 
Comparing both congruences, we con- 
Y) =X”-‘@“‘(Y/X). 
In the second case, we have seen that A = YPA(j-‘) where p = K + 1 - j > 0 and 
A(j-‘)(oo) = 1. A pp ying 1 Lemma S(iii) with m(m) = ,u, we obtain 
S(1, Y)A(l, Y) = a(l, Y) + Y’Q,(l, Y)A(l, Y) mod YK+‘. (2) 
Clearly A = Aci-‘). Berlekamp’s algorithm has computed, for r = 0, 1, . . . , j - 1, 
polynomials Q”‘(Y) such that S”‘( 1, Y)A@‘( Y) = L2@)( Y) mod Yr+l. Since 
@l, Y) = S(1, Y)/i(l, Y) = S(j-“(1, Y)Aci-l)(Y) = Qci-‘j(Y) mod Yj, 
we find that @l, Y) = au-‘)(Y). In step 13-17 our algorithm computes, for 
r=j,j+l,..., K, polynomials Q@‘(Y) = czy:i Q,“‘Y’ by the recursion 
@9(y) = yPQ(j-l)(y) + 6o)A”-l)(y), 
and,forr=j+l,j+2 ,..., K, 
Q”‘(Y) = CP’)( Y) + (6 (4 _ Qr_;l))yr-iACi-l)(y) 
where gcr) = cl?$l) (i,(j-‘)s,_,. Then the polynomials Y”‘(Y) = Q”‘(Y) - 
YPsZU-‘j(Y), j c r C K, satisfy the recursion w’(Y) = c~~)A~-‘)(Y) and, for 
r=j+l,j+2 ,..., K, 
l@‘(Y) = l@-“(y) + (@ - y~_~~.‘,)y~-ipO(y), 
Furthermore, for j c r s K, 
S(‘)(l, Y)A(l, Y) = fi(l, Y) + YjY(“(Y) mod Yr+‘, 
which we prove by induction. For r = j, 
S”)(l, Y)A(l, Y) = fi(1 Y) + YjY”)(Y) mod Yj’l f 
because 
If 
S(j-“(1, Y)A”-“(1, Y) = 52”-“(1, Y) mod Yj. 
then 
S”-“(l, Y)A(l, Y) = fi(l, Y) + YjY(‘-‘j(Y) mod Y’, 
S”‘(1, Y)A(l, Y) = fi(1, Y) + YjY+“(Y) 
+ (a@) - YK;‘))YA(l, Y) mod Yr+’ 
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because A(1, 0) = 1. Applying the recursion formula for Ycr’(Y) completes the 
proof by induction. For r = K, the congruence above reads 
S(1, Y)X(l, Y) = @l, Y) + YiYycK)(Y) mod YKfl. 
Comparing this congruence with (2), we find that 
Y@)(Y) = sZ,(l, Y)&l, Y) mod Y? 
As @l, Y) is invertible mod Yp and YcK’(Y) is a multiple*of n(l, Y) of degree 
<p - 1 + Y - p, it follows that YYcK’(Y) = Q,(l, Y)A(l, Y). By Lemma S(iii), we 
conclude that 
and 
rn(l, Y) = YPfi(1, Y) + Q,(l, Y)@l, Y) = G+)(Y) 
Q(X, Y) = x’-‘~R’“‘(Y/x). 0 
4. Decoding and covering radius of Cauchy codes 
We now apply the results of the previous section to the decoding problem for 
Cauchy codes (Problem 1). Let C = &(a, y) be a Cauchy code over K of 
minimum distance d, and let L = { a1, a2, . . . , an} c K be the Iocation set of C. 
In Section 2 we have defined the syndrome of a vector x E K” as the binary form 
& = Cy=r y:xi (ai) E K[X, Y]K where K = d - 2. In coding theory, S,(l, Y) is 
called the syndrome polynomial of x. The following corollary characterizes the 
Hamming distance between the vector x and the nearest codeword in terms of the 
bracket { ,}. 
Corollary 2. Let S E K[X, YIK. Then the weight of a coset leader with syndrome S 
is equal to the minimal degree of a nonzero form Q E K[X, Y],, such that 
{S, Q} = 0 and Q has u distinct roots in L. We denote this number by pL(S). 
Clearly 0 c pL(S) cd - 1. 0 
The packing radius of the code C is the greatest integer radius such that the 
spheres around the codewords are disjoint, and is equal to t = ](d - 1)/2]. The 
following theorem extends Berlekamp’s decoding algorithm for Reed-Solomon 
codes to general Cauchy codes, e.g. doubly-extended Reed-Solomon codes. 
Theorem 4. Suppose that the minimum distance d is odd. Given S E K[X, YIK, 
s = C& $XK_iYi, the following algorithm, called the extended Berlekamp 
algorithm, computes the uniquely determined solution of Problem 1 if pL(S) < t, 
and announces a decoding failure if pL(S) > t. 
1. Initialize B(Y) +l, D(Y) c-1, vto, A(Y)tl, SZ(Y)tl, 
N+fl, and r -0. 
2. Set 6 + CT=, AiS,_i. 
3. If 6 = 0 go to 10. 
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4. Ifr--Y<tgot07. 
5. If CQ $ L or r ( K announce a decoding failure and stop. 
6. Set N-NU {m}, A(w) t6, and go to 13. 
7. Set T(Y)+A(Y) - GYB(Y) and V(Y)+Q(Y) - oD(Y). 
8. If 2yGrset B(Y) to-‘A(Y), D(Y)=+G-‘YO(Y), Y+r + 1- v, A(Y)+ 
T(Y), Q(Y) t V(Y), and go to 11. 
9. Set A(Y)+T(Y) and Q(Y)+V(Y). 
10. Set B(Y) + YR(Y) and D(Y) + YD(Y). 
11. Set r +r + 1. 
12. If r s K go to 2. 
13. Let A*(Y) = CT==o AiYyPi and Q*(Y) = Ciy_;: QjYy-‘-i. 
14. Determine the zeros of A* in L f~ K. 
1.5. Zf there are less than Y zeros in L fl K, announce a decoding failure and stop. 
16. Set N + N U {zeros of A* in L f~ K} and, for each zero z of A* in L fl K, 
n(z) + Q*(z)l(dA*ldY)(z). 
17. Output N and A(z), z EN. 
Remark 2. In coding theory [2-3,5, lo], A(Y) = EYE, AiY and Q(Y) = 
Cr:J QY’ are called the error locator polynomial and the error evaluator 
polynomial, respectively. The above algorithm extends Berlekamp’s algorithm by 
the steps 4-6 which involve no extra computations, and avoids that failure mode 
of Berlekamp’s algorithm where the shift register length Y exceeds the packing 
radius t. If L = K*, the above algorithm is similar to the variations of Berlekamp’s 
algorithm proposed in [20] and [4]. 
Proof of Theorem 4. By Theorem 3, it suffices to show that A(m) = 6(K) if w is a 
root of A(X, Y) of multiplicity 1. By Lemma 5(i) and (iii), we have A(w) = 
A.(m, 0) = Q(l, 0) = a&, 0) = 6’“). cl 
The Berlekamp-Massey decoding algorithm for Reed-Solomon codes differs 
from the Berlekamp algorithm by using the recursive extension of the error 
spectrum instead of the computation of the error evaluator polynomial. The 
following corollary shows how to extend the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm to 
doubly-extended Reed-Solomon codes. 
Corollary 3. Let C be a doubly-extended Reed-Solomon code of minimum 
distance d = 2t + 1. For the frequency domain encoder in [3, sec. 8.41, a frequency 
domain decoder is given as follows (in the notation of [3]): 
Let (v_, v,,, vl, . . . , vq-*, v,) be the received vector. 
(i) Compute the Fourier transform (V,, VI, . . . , V,_,) of (v,, vl, . . . , v~_~). 
(ii) Compute the syndrome (so, sl, . . . , s~~-~) by so= I$,- v-, si = Vi+jo for 
j = 1, 2, . . . ) 2t - 2, and sZ~-~ = Vi,,+,_, - v+. 
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(iii) Apply the extended Berlekamp-Massey algorithm defined below: 
1. Initialize B(Y)+l, vt0, A(Y)tl, and rt0. 
2. Set 6 + CT=0 &r-i. 
3. Zf 6 = 0 go to 10. 
4. Zf r - v < t go to 7. 
5. Zf r < 2t - 1 announce a decoding failure and stop. 
6. Set s2r_-l +s~~._.~ - 6, r +r + 1, and go to 13. 
7. Set T(Y) +A(Y) - bYB(Y). 
8. Zf 2~ 6 r set B(Y) +a-‘A(Y), Y +r + 1 - Y, A(Y) + T(Y), and go to 11. 
9. Set A(Y) +- T(Y). 
10. Set B(Y) t YB(Y). 
11. Setr+r+l. 
12. Zf r < 2t go to 2. 
13. Compute Sag, sZtcl, . . . , s~_~ by the iteration s, = -Cl?=, Ais,_;. 
14. Zf & # 0 go to 17. 
15. Zf A-, = 0 announce a decoding failure and stop. 
16. Set sO+s,_, and Y t Y - 1. 
17. Compute sg, sqcl, . . . , sq_l+v by the iteration s, = -C,‘=, Ais,_i. Zf s, # 
L-q+1 for some r, announce a decoding failure and stop. 
18. Output the estimated information symbols Ci = I$ - si_,,, for j = 2t - 1 + 
j”, . . . , q - 1 + jo, where the subscripts are to be read modulo q - 1. 
Remark 3. The above algorithm extends the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm by 
the steps 4-6, always yields a shift register length Y not greater than t, and is 
simpler than the algorithm in [3, sec. 9.31. 
All the decoding algorithms discussed so far decode only up to the packing 
radius of the Cauchy code and announce a decoding failure outside. The covering 
radius of the code is the least integer radius such that the spheres around the 
codewords cover the whole space, and specifies the maximum number of errors 
that a complete decoder has to correct. For a Cauchy code, the covering radius is 
equal to the greatest possible length of a solution of Problem 1, and hence equal 
to the maximum value of pL.(S) for arbitrary S E K[X, Y],. We denote this value 
by PL. 
Theorem 5. Zf L is a proper subset of K, then pL = d - 1. 
Proof. By [6, Proposition 21, the covering radius of a maximum distance 
separable code is less than its minimum distance, which proves pL G d - 1. Since 
L is properly contained in K, it can be mapped into K by some linear fractional 
transformation. By [8, Theorem 41, we may, therefore, assume that L c K. But if 
L c K, then &(LY, y) is contained in Ck+,(~, y), and, by the Supercode Lemma 
[6, Proposition 11, pL 3 d - 1. 0 
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In case that L = R, the determination of the covering radius is more difficult, 
and we shall not give a complete answer. To state our results we introduce the 
following notation. 
Definition 6. Let K = GF(q) and 2sdcq+l. Let K=d-2, n=q+l, and 
k = n + 1 - d, so that 1~ k <n - 1. Then all Cauchy codes Ck(~, y) over K with 
location set L = {al, Ly2, . . . , a;t} = K are equivalent and have the same covering 
radius which we denote by p(d, q). 
Proposition 1. Let D, be the set of all nonzero binary forms over K of degree K 
that have K distinct roots in I?. Then d - 2 S p(d, q) G d - 1, and p(d, q) = d - 2 
if and 
Proof. We only have to show that p(d, q) 3 d - 2. By Theorem 5, there exists a 
form R E K[X, YJx_, with p,(R) = K. AS P+ {P, Y} maps K[X, Y], onto 
K[X, Y],_,, there exists a form SE K[X, Y], such that R = {S, Y}. Then 
pd,S) 2 K which we prove indirectly. Suppose that there exists a form Q E D,_, 
with {S, Q} =O. By Lemma 1, {R, Q} = {{S, Y}, Q} = {S, YQ} = 
{{S, Q>, Y> =O. S’ lnce p,(R) = K, it follows that Q = YQ where Q E Dx_2 and 
Q(M) # 0. But then {R, g} = {{S, Y}, &} = {S, Q} = 0 contradicting p,(R) = 
K. 0 
Theorem 6. The numbers p(d, q), 2 s d C q + 1, form an ascending sequence 
P(2,q)~P(3,q)~--- SP(4>4) c P(4 + 1, q). 
Particular values are p(2, q) = 1, p(3, q) = 1, p(4, q) = 3 if q is even, p(4, q) = 2 
if q is odd, ~(5, q) = 3, ~(6, q) = 4, ~(7, q) = 5, p(q, q) = q - 1 if q is even, 
p(q,q)=q-2ifqisodd, andp(q+l,q)=q-1. 
Proof. By Proposition 1, d - 2 s p(d, q) c d - 1 c p(d + 1, q) 7 d. Clearly 
~(2, q) = 1 because Do = K*, and ~(3, q) = 1 because D, = {Q E K[X, Y],; Q # 
0). If d =4 and q is even, the discriminant variety KY’+ KX* is a linear 
hyperplane having empty intersection with D,, and hence ~(4, q) = 3. Now let 
d = 4 and q be odd. Let S = s0X2 + siXY + s2 Y2 be nonzero. Then {S, (X - 
(s,/sJY)Y} = 0 if sO#O, {S, X((sI/s2)X - Y)} = 0 if s2 #O, and {S, (X - 
Y)(X + Y)} = 0 ‘f 1 s0 = s2 = 0. We conclude that ~(4, q) = 2 if q is odd. The 
results on p(d, q) for d = 5, 6, 7, and d = q are consequences of the subsequent 
Proposition 2 and Theorem 7. Finally, the repetition code K(1, 1, . . . , 1) over 
K = GF(q) of length q + 1 has, by the pidgeonhole principle, covering radius 
p(q + 1, q) = q - 1. q 
Proposition 2. If 5 s d s q/2 + 3, then p(d, q) = d - 2. 
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Proof. On Z? coordinates are given by the map Q, = (Q)~, q2) : K* K2, q,(z) = 
(z, 1) if z E K, and Q)(W) = (1, 0). For a polynomial V(XI, Yl; X2, Y2; . . . ;X,, Y,) 
over K and for elements zl, z2, . . . , z, E l?, we define V(zl, z2, . . . , z,) = 
V(Q)W Q)(%), . . * J Q)(z~)). For example, let ejK)(X1, Xz, . . . , X,) be the elem- 
entary symmetric polynomial in the variables X1, X2, . . . , X, of degree 1, 
OdlcK, and define a new polynomial in the variables 
X1, r,, Xz, 5, . . . > Kc, K by 
Ei”’ = E$“‘(X,, Y,; X2, Yz; . . . ;X,, Y,) 
= Y,Y, * . . Y,el"'(X,IY,, X2/Y,, . . - ,X,/Y ) K* 
Then 
c$ [(X, Y), zi] = 2 (-l)‘E$“‘(z,, z2, . . . , z,)X”-‘Y’ 
I=0 
and, for l~l~~-l, 
El% > ~2 , * . . > z,) = Ej!;” ( Zlr z2, * . . > ZK-lhw 
+ E~-‘)(zl, ~2, . . . , z,-l)q2(z,). 
After these preparations, we now prove that, for every S E K[X, Y],, there exists 
a form Q E D, with {S, Q} = 0. We may assume that S #O. Let S = CT=, (- 
l)iuiXiYK-i, and let Q = II:=, [(X, Y), ZJ where zl, z,, . . . , z, are distinct ele- 
ments of K. Then 
{S, Q, = ~~o~,Ei"'(z,, . . . , z,) 
=A(zl, . . . , z,-l)%(z~) + N% . . . ? z,-l)Q12(ZK) 
where 
A(z,, . . . , z,-I) = 2 alE]“;‘)(zl, . . . , G-1) 
I=1 
and 
K-l 
B(z1, . . * , z,-1) = c u~E{~-~)(z~, . . . , z,-1). 
I=0 
Consequently, the existence of a form Q E D, with {S, Q} = 0 
existence of distinct elements zr, z2, . . , .z,-~ E ii such 
1, 2, . . . , K - 1, 
A&, . . . > ~,-1b?hbz) + WI, . . . > z,-1)472bn) #O. 
To that end, we consider the polynomial 
w = W(XI, Yr; x2, Y2; . . . ; x__l, Y,_,) 
= G (X;? - XY) h1 (5 ulEjK)(XI, Y,; . . . ; Xx_-l, 
m=l I=0 
follows from the 
that, for m = 
y,-1; -xm m) 
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which, for each m, is partially homogeneous in X, and Y, of degree C~K - 2. As 
i alEiK)(XI, Y,; . . * ; XK-I, ye,; XK_-I, YK_-l) 
I=0 
( 
Kc-2 
= z. a,+2E$“p2’)X:-l + 2(zI a~+lE~r-Z))XK-lYK-l 
K-2 
+ c alE{K-2) Yt_l ( I=0 > 
is not identically zero for K 2 3, the polynomial W is 
2~ - 2 < q + 1 by hypothesis, there exist elements zi, 
W(Zl, z2, . . . , z,-1) #O. 0 
not identically zero. Since 
z2, . . . , z,_.~ E Z? such that 
Theorem 7. Let S E K[X, Y],_, where K = GF(q). Then PA-(S) = q - 1 if and 
only if the set 
{K(zS(z), zS(l), S(1)); z E K} u {K(L 0, O), K(O, 1, 0)) 
is an oval in the projective plane PG(2, q). Hence p(q, q) = q - 1 if q is even, and 
p(q,q)=q-2ifqisodd. 
Remark 4. If q is odd, there exist no ovals with q + 2 points in PG(2, q). If q is 
even, every oval in PG(2, q) consists of q + 2 points and can be brought into the 
form of Theorem 7 by a projective transformation (compare [12, p. 1631). 
Therefore, the determination of all syndromes S E K[X, Y],_, with p&S) = q - 1 
is equivalent to the determination of all ovals in PG(2, q), q even. In addition to 
the regular ovals that arise from tonics, there also exist irregular ovals for q = 16, 
32, and q 3 128. According to [16, p. 2781, it is unlikely that the determination of 
all ovals in PG(2, q), q even, will be completed in the near future. For small 
values of q, we refer to [12, p. 174 and p. 4131. 
Proof of Theorem 7. Let S = C&siX”-‘Y’ where K = q - 2. Then pi(S) = q - 1 
if and only if, for all Q ED,, {S, Q} ZO. If Q = IIzeN(X - zY) where N = 
K-{a,b}anda,bEK, then 
and 
Q = (a _ b)-li (ai+l _ b1+l)XK-iyi 
j=O 
{S, Q} = (a - b)-‘(as(a) - bS(b)). 
If Q = II,,,[(X Y), 1 h z w ereN=K-{a,b,c}anda,b,cEK, then 
Q = (b - c)-‘(c - a)-‘(a - b)-’ 
x 2 ((b - c)ai+’ + (c - a)b’+’ + (a - b)c’+‘)X”-‘y’ 
i=O 
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and 
{S, Q} = (b - c)-‘(c - a)-‘@ - b)_‘((b - c)aS(a) + (c - a)bS(b) 
+ (a - b)cS(c)). 
Consequently, pK(S) = 4 - 1 if and only if, for all distinct elements a, 6, c E K, 
both us(u) # bS(b) and (b - c)uS(u) + (c - u)bS(b) + (a - b)cS(c) # 0. But this 
is precisely the condition for the set {K(zS(z), zS(l), S(1)); z E K} U {K(l, 0, 0) 
K(0, 1, 0)) to be an oval in PG(2, q) [12, p. 1741. 0 
Remark 5. It remains an open problem to determine p(d, q) if q/2 + 3 < d < q. 
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